Building a Low Cost Portable Winch
By Larry Gomes
Trail Master – Milan Trail Huggers
I have an old single passenger ATV that I use for trail work. It has a 20’-long tow strap
permanently attached to the front because of the many times I have gotten stuck hauling a
trailer. Just hook that strap to another ATV and off we go. I have friends with winches on their
ATV’s but sometimes they cannot get into the right position to use a winch effectively.
So I decided to build a portable winch that can work in any situation, with or without an ATV or
a truck. I decided to use a Haul-Master hitch receiver mount that can plug into any 2” trailer
receiver. This allows me to plug it into the back of any ATV or truck and it is strong enough to
support winches with a capacities of 6,000 – 9,000 lbs.
The winch I chose to use is a 5,000lb Badland ATV winch with 50’ of cable. I did not want to go
much bigger because the weight of the winch and cable increases substantially after 5,000lbs
and it would make my portable unit more difficult to lift and transport.

The winch bolt pattern did not fit the pre-drilled holes in the mounting plate, so I ended up
drilling my own mounting holes using small bits and working up to the larger size needed for
the bolts.
I also had to cut off the top of U-shaped winch guide on the back edge of the plate but that was
easily done using a reciprocating saw with a metal cutting blade.
Next I mounted two 10,000lb capacity tow hooks on the same side of the plate as the hitch. If a
vehicle cannot be used as the anchor point for the winch, then wrapping a strap around a tree
or a rock and back to these hooks will serve the same purpose.
Finally I installed a piece of 2” x 6” lumber for mounting the rocker control switch. A small car
battery (with a carrying strap) provides a portable power source.
One of the first things we used the winch for is to straighten out two steel gate posts. In our
trail system we have several heavy duty steel gates and over time, the hinge post moves so the
gate arm tips down and it is very difficult to put the arm into the locking post.

We fastened the winch to the top of the gate using a strap and then ran the cable out to
another strap around a tree in the woods. We pulled the gate post just beyond the level point,
hammered some rocks around the base of the steel post with a 4’ long pry bar and then packed
in some dirt. After releasing the winch pressure, the gate arm settled down so it slid easily into
the locking post.
We repeated the process to align the gate arm with the unlocking post, but this time we
plugged the winch into the hitch receiver of the pickup truck to anchor it for the pull.
The entire process took about 20 minutes and we were done. So now the winch and battery
sits in my garage waiting for the next job. Below are some pictures and further info about the
project:

Winch mounted on hitch receiver plate with two tow hooks (only one visible)

2” x 6” block holding rocker switch

Interstate car battery for powering the winch (cables ends just slide on battery terminals)

Winch attached to post with strap and cable hook (not visible) attached to tree in the woods.

Winch attached to receiver on truck with strap around post.
The steel bar in foreground was used to pound in rocks around the base of the post.

Parts List and Prices (all materials purchased at Harbor Freight)
Qty
1
1
2
1
1
1

Description
Haul Master hitch receiver mount (69106)
Badland 5,000lb ATV winch (56326)
Haul Master tow hook (67497)
Badland tree protector 8’ strap (56415)
Haul Master 6’ lifting sling (61233)
Interstate 34/78 car battery (MTP78DT)

Price
$54.99
$199.99
$8.99
Total Winch
$24.99
$11.99
$150.00
Total Accessories
Project Total

Total
$54.99
$129.97
$17.98
$202.94
$24.99
$11.99
$150.00
$186.98
$389.92

Weight of Materials
Item
Haul Master hitch receiver mount
Badland 5,000lb ATV winch
Haul Master tow hooks
Total Winch
Badland tree protector 8’ strap
Haul Master 6’ lifting sling
Interstate 34/78 car battery
Total Accessories
Project Total

Weight (lbs)
18.7
33.0
3.8
55.5
3.3
1.7
38.5
43.5
99.0

